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BAR BRIEFS
(Continued from Front Page)
will mark the beginning of a new era in Bar Association activi-
ties.
May I solicit the continued and increased co-operation of all
of our members to the end that the high standard now established
may be maintained? Work has already started on our program
and activities for the coming year. Special attention will be given
to section activities, and we hope to enlarge the scope thereof.
May I have your suggestions and criticisms?
HERBERT G. NILLES,
President.
BOOKS FOR SALE
Persons who are prospective purchasers of Volumes 1 to 96
of the Northwestern Reporter, 1938 United States Code, 1895
North Dakota Code and miscellaneous test books may correspond
with Mrs. Charles McDonald of Mandan, N. D., mother of Thomas
F. McDonald who recently passed away. And as to Volumes 1 to
276 of Northwestern Reporter, Corpus Juris, Cyc: L.R.A.: Hills
Digest: 1913 Code, library of H. A. Hanson, deceased, write
L. J. Palda, Jr., of Minot, N. D.
THE CLERK OF SUPREME COURT
It is with decided pleasure that ye editor announces that the
injuries received by the Hon. J. H. Newton, Clerk of the Supreme
Court, in his recent automobile accident, are not nearly as seri-
ous as first thought, and while he is considerably bundled up and
bandaged up, he has returned to his work.
LEGAL INSTITUTES IN NORTH DAKOTA
Our new president in his first communication to the Bar of
the state on the front page of Bar Briefs of this issue, makes a
statement which I feel will be welcomed by just one hundred per
cent of our membership.
At our annual meeting at Fargo the legal institute or clinic
was initiated in North Dakota. Mr. Nilles proposes to continue
this program and enlarge it as fast as possible. This is not only
a useful and practical way to keep up to date on selected sub-
jects, but by the interest created, and the increased attendance
at the annual meeting, it unites the profession as never before in
the state.
To be sure North Dakota enjoys an advantage in the very
outset on this program, because we are an Integrated Bar, every
attorney in the state is a member-willy-nilley, unless he refuses
to pay his license fee, and if he does then he cannot practice.
And while it is admitted largely that the legal profession is
a collection of individual units which think and act in terms of
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individual initiative, and seldom in terms of the entire legal
order; it is submitted that on this proposition the'y are united in
the state of North Dakota, and Mr. Nilles can speak with author-
ity for them, and expresses their wishes when he bespeaks for
the continuancce and growth of the legal institute.
And why, some one may ask, are these institute's necessary;
and the answer is that times and likewise conditions have
changed rapidly in the last generation. Until recent years we
have transacted most of the judicial business of the country in our
traditional courts. Today there are more than a hundred Federal
Administration Agencies, bureaus, commissions and boards, and
perhaps as many state agencies, many of which exercise quasi-
judicial functions, and each of which removes some of our busi-
ness from the Courts.
The procedure of these administrative courts is entirely dif-
ferent from the statutory or common law procedure of our ex-
perience. Another important reason is the rapid increase in re-
ported decisions affecting the every day practice and procedure.
In 1860 there were 10,000 reported decisions in the State and
Federal Reports. Today there are one and three quarter million
reported cases; with 25,000 new cases being added each year.
During this same period an industrial revolution has taken
place which has brought with it changes so complete as to have
created almost a new industrial world and a new social order.
Encroachments of many kinds have reduced the lawyers' field of
activity. We have not succeeded in any great measure in meet-
ing these encroachments, and they are still increasing.
These are just some of the problems which the individual
lawyer is helpless to solve by himself. We must adopt ourselves
'to many new methods and learn many new ways of transacting
business. We are a part of a great country that is examining
new and sometimes strange philosophies of government and
economy. We cannot remain outside and take no part in these
changes, we must arrive at a common understanding of the part
we are to play in the solution of these problems which affect the
welfare of our country and the welfare of our fellowworkmen.
The legal profession from the very inception of our govern-
ment contributed to our public welfare because its membership
actively participated in our public affairs. If we continue as a
group we have no choice: we must serve some social function.
The legal institute will serve and help solve our problems.
Each one will give a law course on the subject selected. It is
not a new idea, simply a modern adaption of an old one to modern
conditions; let's develop it as largely and as fast as possible in
this state. Our one day district meetings can select one or two
subjects of those given at Fargo for a starter. Nearly one half
our membership for one reason or another could not attend the
meeting at Fargo, but they can be reached at the district meet-
ings. Let me have your reaction to this suggestion.
YOUR SECRETARY.
